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SUBJECT: UCRL-10799, 11 Meson Exchange in the Reaction, / 

K+ + p- K+ + N~<, 11 G. Goldhaber, W. Chinows'ky;~- 1 
~ .. f 

S. Goldhaber, W. Lee, and T. OtHalloran, May~·13, ;~ 
t -,.... . t . 

1964; published in Phys. Letters 6, 62 (1963). /. ~ - . \ 

The coupling constant gK::~ for the K+'IT- mode is 

missing a Clebsh-Gordan coefficient of (2/3) 1/ 2 . In 

Fig. 4, curves A and B should accordingly be scaled 

down by a factor 2/3. The form factor we have intro-

duced to fit the data is still required. However, the best--~-~ 
- 2 2 

. fit now occurs for A= 2.9 miT (or A = 0.165 GeV ) 
I . -
.instead of A = 2.6 m as quoted earlier. - 'IT 

We wish to thank Professor J. D. Jackson for 

bringing this omission to o.ur attention 

'/ 

- . ·J 

. ,. 
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Me eon Exchange in the Reaction K++ p- K
111 + N° (t) 

Ge:n1on Goldh.u.ber, William Chinowsl"y, Sularnith Goldhaber, 
. Wonyoug Lee, t and Thomas 0 1Hallo1·an .. 

Physics Department and Law1·ence Radiation Laboratory 
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+ ln. the study of the !our•particle final states o£ the K p interaction· 
. 1 

at 1.96 BeV / c we iind that these states are predominantly produced via 

II ' II t Ill ljl ( double resonance production, i.e. , K + p -K (890) + N 33 1238). Moreover, 

the experimental data suppc1rt a apin•zero meson exchange, presumably a 

2 2 pion, for small four-momentum ti•ans£ers (~ ~ ZSmTr). The experiment was 

carried out
2
, b1 the Brookhaven National Labor~~ory ZO•inch hydrogen bubble 

3 ' 4 
chamber exposed ln the Brookhaven• Yale separated beam. 

The !our particles produced in the reaction K+ p ;...KTrNTJ are ln the 

T= 1 state and occur in five possible· charge combinations, viz. : ( 1) K+ w·pw +, 

(2) K 0 Tr 0 pTJ +, (3) K 0 Tr + nTr+, (4) i<.+ Tr 1iln" +, and (5) K+ 1Y 0 pTI 0 • 0£ these only the 

first three are accessible to unique identliicatlon in the bubble chamber. We 

present in Table l the observed crosa eections !or these reactions. Also 

shown ln the table are the branching ratios ex~:'lected on the assumption that the 

nucleon and pion are always produced in an isotopic spln T = 3/i etate, and 

that the K meson and pion are always prodqc:;~d in a T • 1/2 state. It is seen 

that the data are in good agreen'lent with the branching ratios. In fact, the 
. 6 . * 

T = 1/2 and T::: 3/2 states can be iclcn.tified with the well-known K (890) 

>:C 
and N ( 1238) resonances, respectively. 

It is thus indicated that ''double resonance" production, which 

corresponds to "quasi-two-particle" production, plays an important role in 

these processes. 
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W c have £oimd l.t convenient to 1:ap1·eserit the four-particle production 

processes discussed here in terms of the pr-odu<Ction of a pair of 11 t:wo•partlcle 

composites'' with invariant rnaeses m_,, and m (in the overall c. n1 •. t~ystem). . y ' . 

The kinematical limits in Ulis representation are particularly simpie, nan:1ely, 
' ,. . 

they form a right angle isosceles trianglo for which the length of each leg la 

given by Q = W • ~- · m
1
• Here W h the total energy in the overall c. m. 

i= 1, 4 
system and m 1 • 1= 1, 4 a1·e the maoaes of the four outgoing pa1·ticl"es. 

The phase-space dl(ojtribution is given by <P « ~ fkxkypo dmxd~y• · 
where the h1tegr.al extends over the triangle (see Fig. 1) which we will call 

. ' 
phase•space triangle (PST). Here kx and ky are the motnenta in the c. m. 

of the composites x and y, respectively, and p0 is their momentum in the 
( 

overall c. m. system; It ie noteworthy that along· each of the three sides of 

. the PST one of the factors in the integrand vanishes. 

There are three ways (channels) in which the linal-atate p,.rticles·can 

be "paired" off into two-particle composite a for each of the charge states (1 ). 

(2), and (3). Direct evldex1ce f.or double-resonance production follows from 

the detalls of the events h'l charge state (1 ), which represents the largest 
\ 

sample of events' and perrnita unantbiguous' assignment of the resonance states • 

. ·In Figures la, b, and c,· we show the distribution of events for the 

varlous possible "two particle 11 composites in .-:harge state (1 ); viz: 

K:*o (K+ + "-) + N;;+ (p + "+) (la) 

(K+ t 11 +) t N;; "(p + "'-.~ (lb) 

(lc) 

The corresponding thr.ee. PST' s~ as well as the projections on the respective 
~ , . ' I l . , ' . : • .. . 

. ;,~ . 
mass axes, are also shown together with the calculated phase-space distrl• 

butions. Channel (la) correapondn to double-reso.nance production. 

-· 
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.. 
Defining events with 840 'i; l\I:[Kt1T .. ''' 940 to lie within the K

101 
l'eeo-

nance and events with 1130 , M + 
p1t * 1300 to He within the N 33 resonance, 

we flud 6·1% of ·all the events to lie within the double resonance, yielding a 

. * * crolils section o· (K N ) ~ 1.1 :t. 0.2 mb. Cb.n.nn.el.,( lb) cox·rel!:lpon.da to single-

resonance fornuttion in the ptr- channel. ThiB is a t-nnall effect and occurs in 

only about 1 O% r)f the '"vents. (See .Fig. lb. ) No evidence for a resonance in 

the K'lf '1' = 3/2 syshnn iFJ obae1·ved. In chann.ol (lc), p 0 productl'on is 

energetically poseible OUt ia strongly BUppreased by phaee•space factors. 

No evidence for p 0 production. was obsetved, neithe·r is there any evidence 

+ . 
!ox· a poaitive-strangene_r:HJ Hype:t:on (K p) in the _1'::: 1 state. It ie noteworthy 

that the 1·e£1ectlon of the dominant resonat1cea for channel (la) do not give rise 

to appreciable deviations from. phat.1e-space predictions in the othtn· two 

channel a. 

In an earlier communication we have 3hown the apin and parity of the 

* K to be 1-,. from the o:)se1·ved anisotropy in the an:;ular diatl'ibutlon of the 

y,;* 1 
r.. decay products. As was pointed out thin distribution, for small momentum 

transfers, is in adreemerit with the predictions of the OL'l.e-pion-exchangc model 

(OPE). Acco1·ding to this n:wdel the angular distribution of the outgoing K 

•14 
meson, in the K rest syf3tem with respect t?; 'he incoming K direction, is 

sirnply f(a} ::: cos2o., independent of ~ht) K* proCldction angle. In Fig. 2 we 
I , , .. , .~II , ' 

show a sca.tttu· diagram of the distribution of cos a. plotted against U1e sq,uare 

2 7 . 
of the four-mon:umturn traxH>fel' t.l • Those distributions of event~:~ with 

6 
2 ~ 25m;, Bh~wn in the projected plot (II) of Fig •.. 2 1 are in t~xcellont ag-ree• 

. ' 
ment with the prediction for single-pion exchange. A le~st~squares fit of the 

' 2 
form £(a.) :: a+ b cos a. + c cos a. yields a. = 0.1 :1.: O.•l, b = 0. 07 :J: ·o. 08, and 

/ 
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' ·; ., 
c = 1.0 * 0.14. :for larger 6.t., the dhJtdbutlon bt~corn.ee more laotrot>lc. The 

. : . . . 
. . . . . . I 

.Cit ln thit~ <:use gives a= 1.11:1:0.18, b = -0.06:!:0.23, and c = 1 .• 0:*10.5. Thlo 

lndicatoa th.nt tho ono•pion exchange domin.ates the reaction up to a value of 
' 2 2 . ' ' ' 
6 R:t 2.5 m'IT, while othcn· diagrams.,contl'ibute when the momentum trano!er 

becomes larger. 

For further con·oboration of the role o! the one-pion exchange, we 

show in Flg. 3 the distributiont~ in the Treiman• Yang angle. 
8 

Th{a diatrlb~· 

tion 1s in agrcem.ent with l1:1otropy both £or the lower• and higher•momentum• 

transfer eventc;o 'l'hls result ls consistent with the exchange of a spln-zero 

particle. but provides no independent evidence for lt. 
I • 

.Finally, we compare the experimental dl!ferentlal cross section in 

the c. m. · system for the double-1·esonance region with the 1•esults of a cal• 

culation baaed on the one-pion-exchange model. The calculation due to 

9 ' 
S. Dorman takes explicit account o£ the spins 1 a.nd 3/2. of the two resonances 

. • . " ••·r 

f!roduced. 

/da) . 6 
\ dfl c • m. = -6-ln-*":""!."2._M_*':'"'2~w~2 

The calculated diiferautial cross section is 
,z ·z. 
gK:~ gN* --4'11 

{ 
2 * z. 2 * 2 } { 2 * · 2 2 2 * ~ z1J X (.6 +(m + rn) ] [~ + (m .. m) ] (a + (M + M) ] [6: + (M ... r.i) · (6) 

wheJ;"e the ·coupling constantS 

2 ;· *Z/ 3 + • gK* 411' = T' Kt.c m . pK ~ 1,8 (for K '11 mode only) 

and z I *2 3 (gN* 411') = (3/2) r N* M /pN :::.-: 24.0 

• * * are determined from the de.ca.y of the K. and N respectiv~ly, 

{ 

2 *2 . *2. 2 *2 2) 1/2 and 6 = (W . ., },1! -· 11:1 ) .. 4lv1 Vi 1 

(W2 + M2 .. m2·)2- '1M2 \\'2 (M'~ + M)2 .. in2 
'ff 

.· 
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* M*, He.1'e W io the total c. 111. energy; m , m, and M are the masses 

* * o£ the K , N 0 K. and N, respectively; and pK and pN are the mornenta of 

* * ' the K and N decay products ln theh reapectlve c. m. systems. ln this 

equation tb~ last two factors in brackets reau.lt .from summing ove.1.· final· 

. * * ' state spin dirocttona of the K and N respectwely. 

The experimentnl distribution. including all double- resonance 

t l 0 . 1 . ..:•· 4 even a. 18 s lOWn tn x tg. . The th:~.·ee solid curves .A, B, and C represe . .nt 

attempt~:~ to fit the data w1th pion-exchange models. ll Curve B is obtained 

z 2 
by evaluating Eq. (6) with 6 ::: - m in the Sl.)ln factors so that the momentum-. ~ . 

transfer dependence is contll.ined only in the propagator, viz.; 1/ (6 
2 

+ rn!)
2

. 

The resulting equation correeponds then to the form originally propoaed by 

Chew an:d Low.
12 

Curve A gives the results of evaluating Eq. (6), including 

·the proper spin factors~ Comparison with the expedmental data shows that 

this calculation gives too high.a value for the cross section and does not 

reproduce the experimental angular digtribution. To obtain a. quantitative !it 
.. . 2 2 

to the data we multiply Eq. (6) by a form factor, F (6 ). The exact choice 

13 of this form factor is somewhat arbitrary. We have chosen a one-parameteJ.· 

expreasion 1;imilar to the nucleon form factor with the condition that 

F(6
2

) - 1 as ~2 
- - m 2 , viz.: . F(t-2 ) = (t\2 - m

2
)/(A 

2 + 6 2 ). By adjusting 
n . n 

the paJ.·ameter /\., we have obtained the fit shown in Fig. 4, Curve C. The 

resulting value of A is A= 2.6 m . It should be 1·e-emphasized he.re that 
Tt . 

agreement with the OPE model is expected to hold only up to ~2 
of 25 r.n;. we 

therefore considet· the apparent fit to the data for /). 
2 

'.2:; 25 ~! somewhat 

· fortuitous. 
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{ :; ) K+ o .. n 
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Table I. Cross sections for the variou.;; charge- state combinations 

in the reactio:1 l<J + p - Kv pTl <J.t l. 96 BeV/ c 

iJ 
:..J~r...ber I-rurnber ?roba!:Jility irorn 

* 
exptl. oi eve~ts of events 1-s::>in. CO~!:"l.J·::>::;itiOtl 
{mb) 

_a 
N o~served correcteG i'·iorrn.;lized 

+· 1.7±0.2 435 -i3:; 1/2 1 ?1f 

')'If+ 1 1.3 ± 0.2 \ 110 l 330} " l/4 ! 
• I 

> 0. 72 
0 f ) J 1/9 j p1i 

+ 0.33±0.1 27 81 1/18 D.ll U1I 

+ 
Unmeasurable 1/36 (:.06 n'lt --- ---

Dll:) U n.measurable --- 1 11 '.) O.ll --- J.,' .10 
L 

3 c . • • , II• • •• 1 ll l • .C .,,, •• :} h b . orrecuons tor t;.te lllVlSlD e c:..ecay moaes o .. we J....._ ... ave een mai.le. 

Experimer~tal 

:.re;:;c.ii: 
1·--~ u rr.r .. al i z e (... 

' .1. 

C.76~- J .. l5 

O.liJ±0.G5 

I 
-J 

c 
() 
;J 
t"' 
I -....., -· -:;. 
~· 
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FOOTNOTE~:;; 

t Work do.ne under the au::;picc1:; o£ tht) U.S. Ator:1ic Ene.q;y Cotnrni~1sion. 

N. Y. 

1 W. Chiaowsky, G. Goldhuber, S. c,)ldhaber, Vv'. Lee, and T. O'Hallo:ran, 

Phys. Rev. Letton; 2_, 330 (1952). 

2 1n this work we utilized a modification of the geom.etrical reconstruction 

(Pi\NG) and kinem<J.tical fittiHg (lClCJ:q programs of the Alvarez G1.·oup: 

J. P. Be:t'g(!, F'. T. Solrnltz, and H. D. Taft, Rev. Sci. !nstr. 32, 538 

(1961); A. ii. Ro~Jenfcld and J, M. Snyder, Rev. Sci. lrwtr. g, 181 (1962). 

tatiou f~-~sh-Ene:q;,r P1~~.!.s~];·e.L_!_;.cL:y~ali£ol'nb, Septernbe1·, } 960 

(InterfJcicnc(! Pur.•liBhon; l:n·c.·, l'l'ew York, 1961), p. 117. 

4 
.C. Balt.a.y, J. E_:andweL">l'>, J. Sanford, .H. B1·own., .Nl. Webt3ter, and 

S Ycnnamoto, in P.roceedings ~_the IIic_h-Eneruy Instrur~!_at~on Confcr

~t1cc, ~ERN, 1962 (to be published). 

5
tt rnuat be noted that experimentally we observe a superpoFlition of (2) and. 

(2'). The agreement between the observed cross-section ratios and the 

expected values from isotopic spin combinations assumes no interference 

between the two reactions. 

6 
M. H. Jl.loton, L. W. Alvare~. P. Eberhard; M. L. Good, \'l,f. Graziano, 

H. K. Ticho, and S. G. Wojcicki, Phys. Rev. Letters 6, 300 (1961). - .. 

7 
Here we are plotting the actual fj, 

2 value o cornputed for each event. In the 
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b d ' ' h , II ' t' 1 II • ti su sequent tscusston, .owever, we use a quas1 par 1c e approxtma ·on 

for the resonances in which the cosine of the K>!< production angle cos eK):c 

2 
is uniquely related to 6 We have checked this procedure with a scatter 

2 
plot of 6 versus cos eK>:c, and find the events to lie within a narrow band 

along the curve corresponding to definite resonance masses. 

8 . . 
S. B. Tre1man and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. Letters~· 140 ( 1962). 

9 Samuel Berman (Stanford University), private communication .. 

iO There is very little evidence for nonresonant background in the double-

resonance region. If we consider the channella we can ascribe the events 

·:c ·~=tt + - l!<++ o1 >!< 0 + o1 + - . + 
toK. 0 +N'' , 64%;K t'IT +N , 25to;K +p+n, 5to;and·K t'lt +pt'IT 

nonresonant, 6o/o. 

11 
. We have also calculated the differential cross section, using the equations 

of Salzman and Salzman [Phys. Rev. 120, 599 ( 1960)]. We get results 

consistent with curve A, Fig. 4, when we take into ac·count the p-wave 

nature of both resonances. 

12 . .. . 6 ( G. F. Chew and F. E. Low, Phys. Rev. 113, 1 40 1959). 

13 
Recent analysis of data on pion production in p-p collisions has also shown 

the necessity of introducing a form factor into the OPE model in order to 

fit the experimental differential eros s- section data. See, for exam pie, 

E. Ferrari and F. Selleri, Nuovo Cimento 27, 1450 ( 1963 ). 
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FIGUH£ CA.PTXONS 

l''lg. 1. . Scatter diagri:tms o!t.he effective rna.~ls dlstributiona for the val'ioua 

. . . . . + t - + 
. two-pa1•t1cle composites in the reaction K + p -r-: "' p'll • The 

·.triangles dell,'leate the ldnernaticalllr:nlta; tbe dashed curves 011 
I 

the .rnasa projections correspond to ph::A.sc-space calculations wUh-

out dynamic effects. It should be noted tllat the scale for mass 

. projection h not the aan1.e in (a) as in (b) and (c). 
., 

Fig. 2. A sci~tter plot of the !our-rnomentum transfer aquared, 6." • versus 

the K1t scattering angle o.. The events shown are those lying inSide 

the "double .. resonance rectan[;le 11 whose mass limlts are given in 

the text. Here the ai'lgle a. is defined as the angle between the 

* incoming and outgoing K meson; both in the K c. m. system. 

The projections of the dl$tr1butions in cos a are given below the 

scatter plot, 

2 . 2 
h. -~25m . '!t • 

ir1 reg~on I for t:l.
2 > 25 m! and in region II for 

2 . 
'The projection on the ~ axis is shown on the right. 

The cu1·ves correspond to a !it with f(a.) = a.+ b cos a +. c cos a. 

The coefficients for the two regions are given in the text. 

Flg. 3. Tbe Treiman• Yang angle distribution. The definitions of the angles, 

which correspond to. a test for symmetry around the exchange 

particle axis, are given on the figure. The shaded region corre-

eponda to the i'double-1·esonance rectangle" whose mass limits are 

given in the text; The data are fo~ded ar0und the 0° .. 180° nJds, 

which takes into account parity conservation in strong interaction. 

Fig. 4. The differential cross section fo1· eve11ts lying in the "double-

resonance rectangle" region. Curves A, B, and C refer to the 

OPE reaction, (A) as given in Eq. (6), (B) with Ute spin factors 

' . 
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evaluated on the matw· ohell, an.d (C) with a form factor, but· with 

- .. the spin !actor~ll t'!lvaluatet1 in the phyalcal 1·egion. 
2 The ~ scale 

Ill 
in thh figure was COl:nputcd by taking the masses of the K and 

* . N as fixed at their reapective reaonance values. 
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implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides ~ccess 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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